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Be part of another memorable
school visit this 6 July 2019
ActionAid Thailand invites donors, their friends and family, and
anyone who shares our passion for the betterment of Thai education
to join a school visit in Ratchaburi on Saturday, 6 July 2019.
Gain insights about our work in education development and find
out about a small school curriculum that is student-centred,
promotes equality and human rights, and develops the next
generation of community leaders and active members.
Stay tuned for more information from our invitation letter and
email in June.
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Programme Highlights
Education & Youth
Small school open houses
ActionAid Thailand believes in the collective power of schools and
stakeholders in advancing the quality of education. Back in March,
three pilot schools in Central Thailand supported by ActionAid
Thailand’s education programme organised open house events.
With their activities, Wat Coke Thong School in Ratchaburi,
Wat Amarawadee School in Samut Songkhram, and Suphanburi’s
Don Pho Thong School created
c
space to seek collaborations
with local authorities, neighbouring schools and communities
to become allies in supporting and mobilising educational shifts.
In Ratchaburi, an MoU was signed to affirm a committed
partnership between stakeholders.
The open house events also saw remarkable teamwork of young
students, who put in a lot of effort to showcase their talents and
present about innovative educational tools known as Jitta-sueksa
and Problem-Based Learning.
Empower youth and end gender discrimination
Girl Rising is a global campaign that supports girls’ education and
empowerment, and aims to change cultural attitudes and norms
that discriminate based on gender. As an impact partner, ActionAid
Thailand has worked with a school in Kalasin Province, Dong
Phayoong Songkroh
Songk
School, to pilot a new curriculum that fosters
gender equality in the education of girls and boys aged between
12-15 as well as enable them, through innovative tools and activities,
to develop self-esteem and confidence in and outside of class.
On 5 February 2019, ActionAid Thailand visited the Kalasin school
for an end-of-programme evaluation. Both girls and boys who had
been in the pilot curriculum showed significant development,
particularly students aged 14 and 15 who had become more
mo selfassured, able to see value in themselves and their education, and
able to think about their future and how to achieve their dreams.
Safe campus for all
Under the Safe University, Safe Space for All initiative funded by
ActionAid Thailand, student activists – Activistas – from Thammasat
University and Ramkhamhaeng University in January organised
activities that aimed at finding concrete solutions to stopping
sexual harassment in their respective campus.

Credit: Girl Rising

On 29 January,
Januar a team of senior students at Thammasat
University hosted Lerk Rook Khukkham (Stand Up and Stop Sexual
Harassment), a discussion panel that looked at the issue through
different lenses and pointed to solutions for the university
collectively and on a personal level for victims of sexual harassment.
The panel was joined by speakers from various fields of expertise,
including Dr Waraporn Chaemsanit of the Women's Wellbeing
and Gender Justice Program,
P
Chalalai Taesilapasathit, Clinical
Psychology/Forensic Psychology lecturer at Thammasat University,
and Jetsada Taesombat, the director of the Thai Transgender
Alliance for Human Rights Foundation.
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Then, on 31 January, Activistas from Ramkhamhaeng University
on opened a platform in their campus for upperclassmen, club
presidents and student party leaders to find common ground
and set a goal in ending sexual harassment that is all too common
during every new school year as hazing rituals, known as SOTUS,
are practiced. Follow the students’ progress as the new semester
begins at http://www.facebook.com/ActivistaThailand

Women’s Rights
Following the launch of the partnership with the Thai Ministry of
Transport and bus operator Transport Company last year, the Safe
Cities for Women Network has continued its efforts to make public
commute safer for everyone. The network – comprising ActionAid
Thailand, Women’s Wellbeing and Gender and Sexual Justice
Program, Thai Health Program, Women and Men Progressive
Movement Foundation and the Four Slum Region Network – has
organised trainings for Transport Company conductors and
employees to able to detect sexual harassment conduct, help the
victims and deal with perpetrators. From the beginning of the
programme in November 2018 until March 2019, nine classes of
over 200 employees have taken place. More sessions will be held
regularly until the end of the year and approximately 1,100 drivers
and staff
sta are expected to have been trained.

What kind of conduct is considered
sexual harassment?
1. Staring and gestures i.e. gaping at someone’s body and
making suggestive gestures that are indicative of a genital,
intercourse or sexual activities.
2. Verbal communications of a sexual nature e.g. catcalling,
teasing, making advances, telling inappropriate jokes or
saying things, directly and otherwise, that make the listener
feel uncomfortable, such as personal subjects, about
physical appearance, and sexual matters.
3. Physical harassment, which comes in varying degrees of
severity, such as deliberate touching, kissing on the cheek,
hugging, repeated brushing against another's body, following
someone around, exposing one’s genital or masterbation
in front of another, and attempt at rape or rape.

For public campaigning, the Safe Cities for Women Network had
an opportunity to collaborate with #DontTellMeHowToDress once
again, with collective art workshop Painting a Safer City on
24 February at WOOF PACK Gallery Bangkok. The workshop was
one of many held as part of the social power exhibition against
sexual violence by #DontTellMeHowToDress, which ran from
12-24 February.
Februar On top of expressing their uneasiness with
or frustration at gender-based violence through splatter art,
participants got to share their solutions to prevailing problems,
whether on a personal, societal or policy level. These ideas will
positively inform the Safe Cities for Women Campaign’s next
action plans moving forward.
Created by Cindy Sirinya Bishop with the support of the Men
and Women Progressive Movement Foundation, the #DontTell
MeHowToDress exhibition aims to change the deeply embedded
sexist, victim-blaming attitudes towards sexual harassment and
assault victims. Since its conception in June 2018, the exhibition
has travelled to different venues in Thailand and internationally.
This year, the organiser has plans to take it to college campuses
around the country.

4. Harassment via the use of media e.g. filming another
without consent, including filming their chest or upskirt,
showing another an inappropriate picture or video, or
playing pornography with an intention for others to see.
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EU-Funded Project: Rights to
Land and Natural Resources
Rights to Land and Natural Resources is a programme spearheaded
by ActionAid Thailand, the Northern Development Foundation
and Chumchomthai Foundation. It establishes close cooperation
between civil society networks and organisations, landless or landpoor communities and government agencies while supporting local
movements like the People's Movement for a Just Society
(P-Move). Northern
Northe Farmers Network, and Community Network
for Social and Political Reform to provide solutions to land and
resource rights issues, aid communities in achieving stability and
protecting their heritage and way of life in a sustainable way, which
would subsequently reduce economic disparity in Thailand.
In February, P-Move rallied in front of the House of Government
for several days, urging the the government to help land problemridden communities around
a
the country after a five-year delay in
the process. The grassroots movement asked officials to respond
to their three petitions: (1) To aid 486 communities whose homes
are classified as encroaching on protected land, due to policy
changes in the past decades, as they are waiting to receive Chanode
Choom Chon title deeds to their land as part of the government’s
scheme to return land rights to disenfranchised groups; (2) To
revise the budget for Baan Mankong, the government’s collective
housing programme to help Thailand’s poorest urban citizens,
from 80,000 baht/unit to 100,000 baht/unit in order to adapt to
the current economy; (3) To pay for mitigation for those affected
by the construction of Huai Fang Daeng Reservoir in Ubon
Ratchathani Province in 1997. The meeting on 13 February
between P-Move representatives and Prime Minister’s Office
Minister and appointed chairman Suwaphan Tanyuvardhana
came to the following conclusions for the petitions: (1) Since the
Minister of Natural Resources and Environment opposes the
Chanode Choom Chon scheme, the board chair would present
the petition to the Fifth Government Board of Administrative
Reform and propose it to the cabinet; (2) The board agreed with
budget revision for Baan Mankong housing programme; (3)
The Secretariat
Sec
of the Cabinet deemed the use of the term
“mitigation payment” would contradict certain laws, and that it
should be replaced with “damages for the loss of agricultural
opportunities” and “damages for the loss of opportunities after
harvest season”. The Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives
Subcommittee agreed to reconvene in April before taking the
proposal to the cabinet.

Credit: People's Movement for a Just Society (P-move) Facebook

Organisational Updates
On 28 February 2019, ActionAid Thailand had the pleasure of
welcoming ActionAid International Secretary General Adriano
Campolina to Thailand. On top of meeting with our team in Bangkok,
Mr Campolina, joinedby ActionAid Thailand Board Chair Ajarn
Chupinit Kesmanee and Country Director Tauhid Ibne Farid, visited
Baan Nongkham School in Nakhon Pathom Province to learn more
about ActionAid Thailand’s
Thailand education programme, which aims
to improve the quality of education and enhance teacher capacity
in small schools. Our honoured guests also observed the Baan
Nongkham students’ Jitta-sueksa activities and works from
Problem-Based Learning before sitting down with school director
Piyanan Tangpranee and fellow small school network members
to hear about the changes seen in the students, their respective
schools and communities.

“I really like the fact that you have a school-sized
localisation that allows children of people
in poverty or those who come from a blue-collar family
to have easy access to education, and they don’t
have to pay extra for transportation.
It’s about inclusion and adapting the educational
system to those that need it more.
I was very impressed by the methodology
and how it creates a new sense of citizenship for
the children, teaching them to do things together, thinking
and working collectively, and respecting each other.”
- Adriano Campolina, Secretary General
ActionAid International

Charity Gifts
Support Thai children’s rights to access education through the new
collection of ActionAid Thailand charity gifts.
Proceeds from every sale go to supporting our programme that
ensures small schools in rural Thailand can provide quality
education to children. Help us make a real difference today.
For more information and to support, contact Kanchana Somsakul
at (66) 02-279-6601-2 ext. 113 or kanchana.somsakul@actionaid.org,
kanchana.somsakul@actionaid.o
or reach us via http://www.faceboook.com/ActionAidThailand
1. Tote bag - 16x14 inches (500 baht)
3. Magnet - 9x6 cm (100 baht)

2. 2019/2020 Journal (300 baht)
4. T-shirt in M,L,XL (400 baht)

Meet “Kru Hnong”, the artist behind
the small school sketch
Please introduce yourself.
My name is Kritsaphon “Kru
Hnong” Watthanapan. I’m an art
teacher at Srinakharinwirot
University Prasarnmit
Demonstration School.
What got you into art and become
an art teacher?

How do you feel about your sketch being on the design of
our charity gift collection of which proceeds go to supporting
small school development?
Although I was excited, I was also curious, because I didn’t think
my artwork would help the cause. But once I saw the gifts,
my curiosity was completely gone. I was still very much excited
and felt this sense of pride. I’m thankful for this opportunity.
opportunit
It’s amazing.

I took up drawing because I loved watching cartoons when I was little
and always wanted to create something like what I saw on screen.
Then my own art teacher inspired me to become one myself.
In middle school, art was the class I looked most forward to, even
though we would have one hour of it per week. My teacher made
it fun but also encouraged us to take it seriously because there’s
the
so much you can learn. When I became a teacher, I wanted to
give my students that experience I had. Luckily, at my school,
we have four hours of art per week, and if you’re an art major in
high school, it’s nine hours. This way, students have all the time
to be creative and craft their best work.

We’ve learned that you’re a runner and joined ActionAid
Action Run in 2017. Of all the events happening, what made
you decide to come show your support for small school?

How did the small school sketch come about?

I think we need to start from the very structure of the system.

The sketch is essentially a combination of several images.
The brief was to sketch remote small school so I looked up many
pictures of schools in the countryside, merged them with the
image of a one-storey wooden school I once visited that I had
in mind. The school is surrounded by nature, which is true to my
memory and quite fitting,

Stakeholders should come together to find a way towards
towa

There are two people in the sketch, a parent and a child.
Why did you decide to draw them as opposed to multiple
students or teachers?

and how to guide their abilities efficiently. After all, each student

I went with a father and his child because I wanted to highlight
the significant connection between the home and the school,
and how families – here symbolised by the father – should value
the importance of education. When they do, the good will
manifest itself in the children, directly and indirectly.

bring positive energy to class, and this creates a strong foundation

Luck had a lot to do with that. 2017 was the year I committed
to running and I signed up for a lot of run events. Fortunately,
ActionAid Action Run was one of them. I realised that my participation
was another way to help support children in remote areas and
their education. I want to be part of an event like this again.
What do you think about Thai education right now? What
particular issues do we need to act fast to address and what
can be the solution in your opinion?

sustainable development. I know it’s a big, tough job that needs
everyone’s involvement, but we can start by changing ourselves,
start from the teacher, in that class, with our students. We ought
to think outside the box about ways we can have our students
benefit the most from a lesson, how to inspire the love for learning,
is their own individual with different
di
abilities. We need to help
them see this. Once that happens, they’ll know their value and
for the school. It all starts with the teacher. With us.
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In the news
Let’s butt in
On 31 December 2018, ActionAid Thailand’s Programme and Policy
Manager Rungtip Imrungruang was a guest on Phob Mo Rama
(Meet the Rama Doctor) on True Visions 42. In the Rama Health
Talk segment, Ms Imrungruang talked about what the Safe Cities
for Women Campaign does to address sexual harassment problems
in public spaces, before sharing how viewers could “butt in” to
help victims of sexual harassment. Watch the full segment at
https://youtu.be/o7jhIMl1ml8

“It is our intention that people take
care of each other. Because the law
or setting up CCTV cameras alone
won’t make the city safer. It will be
safer when bystanders are empowered
to intervene, when everyone looks
after each other.”
othe
Rungtip Imrungruang
Programme and Policy Manager
ActionAid Thailand

Stand up to sexual harassment
Lerk Look Khukkham (Stand Up and Stop Sexual Harassment),
a project by student Activistas from Thammasat University that
aims to combat sexual harassment on campus, is featured in
the April 2019 issue of Kullastree Magazine. The project is one
of the two to receive funding from ActionAid Thailand through
the Safe University, Safe Space for All initiative. Find the full article
in Thai: http://bit.ly/Activista-Kullastree

Contact Us

About Us

ActionAid International (Thailand)
60/1 Monririn Building 2nd Floor Unit A201
Soi Phaholyothin 8, Phaholyothin Road, Samsen Nai
Phayathai, Bangkok 10400

ActionAid is an international social justice organisation working
in 45 countries for a world free from poverty and injustice, in which
every person enjoys the right to a life with dignity. We believe
in the power of people to bring change for themselves, their
communities and the whole societies, and we provide aid and
support and work closely with them as well as our partners
towards that change.
towa

Tel. (66) 02-279-6601 to 2
Website: www.actionaid.or.th
Email: communications.thailand@actionaid.org

Be part of a global movement to make things fairer for everybody
by supporting ActionAid Thailand.

Visit Us
Scan this QR code to visit our Facebook page,
using LINE or QR Reader applications.
Or stay updated on our work via these channels:

ActionAidThailand

ActionAidThai

ActionAidThailand

www.actionaid.or.th

